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Abstract

Entity Resolution (ER) in spoken dialog systems can suffer from phonetic variation in search queries caused by Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) errors. In this paper, we propose a phonetic embedding technique to improve the robustness of the ER system to this variation, which includes a phonetic embedding model, a training-data augmentation and sampling method, and an ASR robustness evaluation methodology. We test the technique on two use cases: voice search for videos and books in the e-commerce domain. Combined with a semantic embedding neural vector search (NVS) model, phonetic embedding reduces the error rate of retrieval by 7.07% relative for video, by 4.23% for books compared to NVS not using phonetic embedding, and by 49.9% for video, and by 35.3% for books compared to a lexical search baseline.

Index Terms: entity resolution, phonetic embedding, ASR robustness

1. Introduction

Entity Resolution (ER) is a downstream component of Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) and Natural Language Understanding (NLU) in a spoken dialog system pipeline. After the utterance is routed to a certain domain, the domain’s entity retrieval system takes the corresponding slot value as an input query and searches the index of possible entities to find a match. The ER relevance (search accuracy) depends not only on the search engine itself but also is affected by the quality of the input query. For a voice search system, the queries can be corrupted by upstream errors. One of the major sources of errors is ASR which can output wrong, missing, or additional words for the slot value. Besides ASR, query mention variation and segmentation errors from Named Entity Recognition (NER) can also produce similar error patterns. A typical property of these errors is that the incorrect query has similar pronunciation as the ground truth query. Without distinguishing the exact error source, we call this kind of variation in queries "phonetic variation."

There are different techniques we can use to recover errors caused by phonetic variation. In lexical search, character level fuzzy match can find some phonetically similar phrases like “shipping potato” and “chip and potato”; however, it is not able to capture words that sound alike but are written differently (heterographs), like “by/buy/baye”, “know/no” and “eye/I.” Another method is phonetic search (with n-grams), which uses pronunciation (represented by phonemes) instead of word spelling for matching. It can expand the search space for heterographs or words with similar pronunciation. However, phonetic search has limitation in representing pronunciation, since it cannot tell which phonemes sound more similar than others. For example, “ban”, “van”, “can” can be converted into phonemes (X-
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SAMPA [1]) “b { n”, “v { n”, “k { n” respectively, and they have exactly the same edit distance between each other. However, we know that “ban” and “van” are more likely to be confused in pronunciation (they are both front voiced consonants) than with “can”. Phonetic search can also hurt precision by adding more candidates for downstream reranking.

Phonetic embedding, on the other hand, converts a variable-length query into a fixed-dimensional vector based on pronunciation. The similarity of pronunciation is directly reflected by the vector distance. As a neural network method, phonetic embedding can give longer queries a better representation compared to an n-gram search method. The phonetic vectors can also be composed with semantic vectors to be built into the same Neural Vector Search system, thus avoiding exploding the dimension of the candidate space for reranking.

The contribution of this paper includes: (a) we propose an enhanced NVS method with phonetic embedding combined with semantic embedding for improving ASR Robustness in Entity Resolution and show that it can improve the NVS model for ER in video and book domains; (b) we propose an augmentation and sampling method for building phonetic embedding training data from ASR N-best clusters; (c) we create a set of rules to split the ER test data into subsets that contain different types of query variation to test the ASR Robustness of the ER system.

2. Related Work


There were also other techniques used for addressing ASR robustness in dialogue systems. Wang edit distance al.[8] proposed an ER system with ASR N-best hypotheses as additional input to the deep learning model. Fazel-Zarandi edit distance al.[9] trained error simulators to generate realistic ASR errors for training more robust NLU models. Raghuvasi edit distance al.[10] leveraged phonetic and ASR n-best features in the search phase of ER.

The difference of our work with the prior efforts is that our focus is on calculating similarities that are robust to phone variation, and we use phonemes converted by grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) tool from both the query text and entity catalog as the input of the embedding model. This reduces the dependency on the intermediate output of the ASR system, e.g., phone posteriors, phoneme embeddings, or a lattice that may...
not be available (esp., for end-to-end ASR systems). A few previous efforts have applied phonetic embedding without acoustic input to NLP tasks, such as Machine Translation[11] and improving ASR robustness in NLU[12]. To our best knowledge, this paper is the first work using phoneme embedding for ER.

3. Model Design

3.1. Neural Vector Search (NVS)

We use a Siamese network [13] to train an ER model and use it as the baseline for pure lexical neural vector search (NVS) model. A Siamese network is a binary classifier used to capture relevance of query and response where their entities are both encoded by a shared model, which is BERT[14] here. We trained semantic embedding (dimension: 768) by fine-tuning the sentence-BERT model pre-trained on both NLI and STSB dataset (first fine-tuned on AllNLI[15], then on STS benchmark training set[16]), then with the domain specific query-response pairs (QRPs).

3.2. Phonetic Embedding Models

Inspired by the success of NVS, we follow the same logic and use phonemes of QRPs. To learn phonetic embedding (dimension: 300), we use a Siamese Network, shown in Figure 1, with 2-layer bi-LSTM models for the sharing encoding model, and a space tokenizer on phoneme sequences. In bi-LSTM, both hidden layers’ dimension are 256, followed by a pooling layer and two DNN layers with 300 dimension. The total vocabulary size for phonemes is 50, which is the standard tokenizer across different domains. Other architectures are explored, such as DNN, CNN, and LSTM, but didn’t outperform a bi-LSTM (bi-LSTM hyperparameters were tuned on a held-out set).

3.3. Combining Phonetic and Semantic Embedding

To combine phonetic and semantic embeddings, we propose a Weighted Sum model based on [17], which adds phonetic and semantic embeddings with a pre-defined ratio, $\beta$. Training semantic and phonetic embeddings separately before feeding into the Weighted Sum model, we fine-tune the semantic embedding from a pretrained BERT model, and train the phonetic embedding from the bi-LSTM from scratch. To map both embeddings to the same dimension, we apply a one-layer DNN to the semantic embedding. For better performance, we also apply a 2-layer DNN to the joint embedding before classification. Figure 2 shows an example for combining semantic and phonetic embedding of the query, “Harry Potter.”

4. Dataset

4.1. Video Data

4.1.1. Training and Testing Data

We construct the data set for video voice search using search impression feedback. All samples are query-response pairs (QRPs) with their relevancy as labels. If a customer clicked and watched a video on the returned list on screen after the voice query, this QRP will be labeled as a positive pair; otherwise, it’s a negative pair. To improve reliability of data sets, we filter positive pairs by calculating click through rate (CTR) defined as number of clicks divided by number of impressions. “Impressions” will be counted once customers see an entity on the search results screen. To reduce noise, we set lower bounds on the CTR value for sampling both the training and test data, and the test data has more strict(higher) CTR threshold than the training data. Additionally, for both sets, we filter out entries for pairs that appeared less than 10 times over the observed period for reducing label noise. For negative pairs, no filtering is used. In the test set, ambiguous queries having multiple ground-truth entities are removed as well.

We randomly sampled about 10 million pairs from search impression data as our training set for semantic and phonetic embedding, including a balanced number of positive and negative pairs. For fine-tuning the joint Weighted Sum model, we randomly sub-sampled one tenth of the training pairs. The test set has several million samples.

4.1.2. Data Augmentation for Training Phonetic Embedding

Besides the QRPs from the search impression data, we also constructed positive and negative pairs from ASR N-best for phonetic embedding training. For our ASR systems, we have the top recognition result and also a list of N-best results that can be further processed by downstream systems. We used up to 5 N-best output from ASR in our experiments.

Hard Sampling. Considering our main purpose of using phonetic embedding in ER is to make it robust to ASR errors, we construct the positive pairs with phrases that tend to be con-
fused by ASR, which can be found in the ASR N-best output clusters. Each cluster contains at most 5 output text with the highest confidence scores from ASR for a certain query. For example, we can select any two different phrases from the ASR N-best cluster,

“bailey two”, “bailey to”, “bayley two”, “bailee two”
as the positive pair. An upper limit threshold for phoneme edit distance normalized by length is used to make sure that the positive pairs are similar enough in pronunciation. The negative pairs are sampled by randomly selecting phrase pairs from different ASR N-best clusters which have no overlap, and set both lower and upper threshold for the normalized phoneme distance. In practice, we use MinHash [18] to cluster the data first and sample negative pairs from the clusters in order to speed up the process. To avoid hard sampling that is too difficult and may confuse the model, we guarantee that there is a gap between positive pairs’ upper bound and negatives’ lower bound, which also ensures negative pairs of a certain hardness level.

Pruning Method. In hard sampling from ASR N-best, we can’t guarantee that mentions in positive and negative pairs correspond to the same entity, and the assumption that mentions in each ASR N-best cluster always have the same ground truth entity is not correct. So we use catalog to further filter mentions in ASR N-best clusters to learn more about catalog entity, so that ER-no-match rate may be decreased. Here is the logic to generate positive and negative pairs:

- Positive pairs: sample from the same ASR N-best clusters and guarantee that at least one mention has the ground-truth entity in catalog.
- Negative pairs: belong to different ASR N-best clusters.

In our sampling process, we set positive pairs with maximum of normalized edit distance as 0.3 and negative pairs with minimum of normalized edit distance as 0.5. We notice that phonetic embedding trained with 100% ASR N-best data has more than 20% performance drop compared to that trained with QRPs. For including both phonetic and semantic information, we mix QRPs and ASR data with various ratio and 10% ASR data mixed with 90% QRPs works the best.

4.2. Book Data

For book voice search, we constructed the data set using query reformulation signals. For example, if the request was first recognized by ASR as “Harry Pot” and the ER system does not return the desired book, they may repeat it within a small time window, and this time it is recognized as “Harry Potter” which produces the desired Harry Potter book. We can construct the query in the first turn “Harry Pot” and the returned entity for the second turn as a positive QRP. The negative QRPs will be sampled randomly from the catalog just as in Video domain. We didn’t do data augmentation for book domain.

The test data for book is sampled from the reformulation data with er-no-match for the first turn, i.e., the ER system returned no entities. These are the queries for which the lexical search system works poorly. Using these queries as the test data we can directly see how much improvement semantic or phonetic embedding can achieve from the lexical search baseline.

5. Experiments

5.1. Evaluation Methods

In order to test the ASR robustness of ER system under different query variation types, we used rules to classify test cases by comparing the query value and the labeled entity value. The resulted subsets are mutually exclusive and complete, and the priority of classification are ordered as the following:

- **No variation**: query and entity are exact lexical match (case insensitive)
- **Phonetic variation**: phoneme edit distance between query and entity values <= 5, which is further classified as:
  - **Spoken-written variation**: entity value can be converted to query using written-to-spoken tokenizer
  - **Heterographs**: same phonemes (generated by G2P tool), different text
  - **Phone variation**: 1 <= phoneme edit distance between query and entity <= 5
- **Lexical variation**: phoneme edit distance between query and entity values > 5, which is further classified as:
  - **Over-specification**: query has more words than the entity
  - **Under-specification**: query has fewer words than the entity
  - **Word variation**: other cases with phoneme edit distance between query and the entity > 5
- **No match**: no ground truth entity value

ASR Robustness methods are expected to have most improvement on the phonetic variation subsets.

5.2. Test Results

For both the semantic and phonetic embedding models, we apply the embedding vectors to the ER retrieval task, and use FAISS [19] to run the vector search. Video and Book search results are in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively. We compare these different techniques:

- **baseline(lexical search)**: retrieve top fifty candidates by lexical search and rerank by importance scores showing the videos or books’ popularity.
- **phonetic search**: retrieve top fifty candidates by lexical plus phonetic search and rerank by importance scores.
- **NVS**: retrieve top fifty candidates by pure semantic embedding (NVS) and lexical search separately, and rerank by importance scores.
- **NVS+phonetic**: retrieve top fifty candidates by the joint semantic+phonetic embedding trained with QRPs only, and lexical search separately, and rerank by importance scores.
• NVS+phonetic+data augmentation: retrieve top fifty candidates by the joint semantic+phonetic embedding trained with mixing of 10% ASR N-best augmented data and 90% QRP data, and lexical search separately, and rerank by importance scores. The thresholds of normalized edit distance used in augmentation data sampling are chosen as: positive upper bound is 0.3 and negative lower bound is 0.5. This technique was tested for Video data only.

All results are in relative error reduction (with baseline to be 0) measured by recall@5. We also tested the metrics on the phonetic variation subsets to show specifically how these techniques perform on queries that are most likely to have ASR variation. The number and percentage of samples in each subset is recorded in the top rows. Note that "Phonetic variation" is the sum of the following 3 columns: "Heterographs", "Spoken-written variation", and "Phone variation".

### 5.3. Discussion

The experimental results show that phonetic information does help the retrieval tasks, especially on phonetic variation queries. Also the Weighted Sum model is effective for combining both semantic and phonetic information which performs better than both the pure semantic embedding model and phonetic search. With data sets generated containing ASR N-best information, we can further improve phonetic embedding performance and preserve that information when it is combined with the semantic embedding. We notice that both Hard Sampling and the Pruning preserve that information when it is combined with the semantic embedding. With data sets generated containing ASR N-best information, we can further improve phonetic embedding performance and preserve that information when it is combined with the semantic embedding. With data sets generated containing ASR N-best information, we can further improve phonetic embedding performance and preserve that information when it is combined with the semantic embedding.

In the evaluation of retrieval tests, we see that compared to lexical search baseline, phonetic embedding reduces the error rate in phonetic variation subset by 71.2% and all test set by 44.0% in Video domain, and reduces the error rate in phonetic variation subset by 55.5% and all test set by 35.3% in the book domain. With ASR N-best data augmentation, we further reduces the error rate in phonetic variation by 79.0% and all test set by 49.9% in the Video domain. Also, the Pruning method improves phonetic embedding performance on retrieval tasks by adding more observation on catalog entity titles during training.

As future work, we plan to do the following: (a) Explore better data sampling and model structures for phonetic embedding, for instance, using BERT[14] or more advanced transformer based models[20][21] for phonetic embedding; (b) Instead of training the semantic and phonetic embedding models separately, we will study the dual-encoder model for joint training of both embeddings at the same time; (c) Study the fusion of different retrieval results from phonetic and semantic embedding, lexical search, and other retrieval methods such as phonetic search, which may involve calibration of the retrieval scores and post-ER ranking.

### 6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we developed a phonetic embedding model based on Siamese Network and trained with phoneme pairs sampled from both QRP and ASR N-best data. We combined the phonetic embedding with a semantic embedding trained with lexical features, and applied this model to Video and Book ER. To measure the effectiveness of the method, we proposed a query variation classification method to create subsets of the test data with different variation types.

In the evaluation of retrieval tests, we see that compared to the baseline, phonetic embedding reduces the error rate in phonetic variation subset by 71.2% and all test set by 44.0% in Video domain, and reduces the error rate in phonetic variation subset by 55.5% and all test set by 35.3% in the book domain. With ASR N-best data augmentation, we further reduces the error rate in phonetic variation by 79.0% and all test set by 49.9% in the Video domain. Also, the Pruning method improves phonetic embedding performance on retrieval tasks by adding more observation on catalog entity titles during training.

As future work, we plan to do the following: (a) Explore better data sampling and model structures for phonetic embedding, for instance, using BERT[14] or more advanced transformer based models[20][21] for phonetic embedding; (b) Instead of training the semantic and phonetic embedding models separately, we will study the dual-encoder model for joint training of both embeddings at the same time; (c) Study the fusion of different retrieval results from phonetic and semantic embedding, lexical search, and other retrieval methods such as phonetic search, which may involve calibration of the retrieval scores and post-ER ranking.
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